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TRFT Finds Screenwriting Success

TRFT Aluma and Students find Screenwriting Success

Saila Kariat, an alumna of San José State University’s Department of Television, Radio, Film, and Theatre, recently premiered her first feature-length film, *The Valley*, at Cinequest. With more than 900 people filling the California Theatre opening night, *The Valley* received a great deal of positive feedback, making Saila’s directing debut a success.

Set in Silicon Valley, *The Valley* focuses on the aftermath of a young girl’s suicide and its impact on her father, an Indian-American entrepreneur. Shaped by Saila’s observations and experiences, the film speaks to the ever-constant pressure on children, especially of immigrants, to succeed in a highly competitive area. Having raised her own two children here, she witnessed the impacts of this pressure first-hand; she saw an opportunity to craft a piece that would address these issues and bring them to light.

“I feel like it's very powerful,” Saila explains. “It's timely, and it speaks to something that needs to be revealed in the modern world which a lot of Hollywood movies don’t address. On the one hand, these kids are told they have everything,” she continues. “On the other hand, they’re feeling so much pain that they’re feeling that suicide’s the only choice they’ve got. The tragedy of it, and the irony of it, is inescapable.”

Filming entirely in the Bay Area, Saila recruited actors from Los Angeles, India, and Pakistan as well as local Bay Area crew members to bring her story to life. She strove to address the conflicts that exist in an environment that encourages ambition and competition as Silicon Valley does, and questions how human connections are formed in a technologically driven society. To achieve this goal, she involved herself in every detail of the film’s creation, from the writing to the directing to production. Elaborating on her process, she highlights some of what she learned over the arc of the film’s creation: “If you’re both the writer and the director, you have a huge advantage in a creative project like this because there are mistakes that you make in the writing that you can fix in the directing, and there are mistakes you make in the directing that are caused by the writing; it’s very interdependent, and if you do both, it gives you a totally different viewpoint than if you’re only doing one or the other.” After seeing *The Valley* through to its premier, she recognizes that there is always more to learn and more to improve, remarking that working in any career is a work in progress.
“The main thing I think is to make something you’re proud of, and then to find an audience. That’s what you make it for. It’s not for your friends and family, you want people to see it. And there’s so much to learn in this endeavor, I’m sure even the greats are learning constantly.”

In addition to screening at Cinequest, The Valley also showed as a part of the Los Angeles Women’s International Film Festival on March 25 in the Regal LA Live, one of LA’s largest venues. Celebrating the cinematic achievements of women from the around the world, the LA Women's International Film festival serves as a platform for women filmmakers worldwide to share their unique stories and cultural experiences with Los Angeles' diverse audience. This premier is an important step to furthering the success of The Valley and spreading its message to broader audiences.

For those searching for ways to get involved in creating feature-length films, Saila recommends taking things step-by-step. “Start out as a production assistant on a set, and work on several different sets,” she remarked. “You learn a lot by watching other people, by watching different directors and how they direct, and observing their directing styles. You see their mistakes, learn from other people’s mistakes. I would not take it lightly, I would learn it carefully, and if you really want to do it, you’ll figure it out somewhere along the line.”

TRFT is also proud to announce that, once again, their talented students have distinguished themselves in the nation’s largest and most important student screenwriting competition: the Broadcast Education Association's Festival of Media Arts.

Dylan Sargent took Second Place in Feature Screenwriting with his science fiction script Romancing Destruction, which tells the tale of a murderous stalker aboard a spaceship who is willing to destroy Planet Earth to dominate the woman he desires. In the Short Subject Screenwriting category, two of our students received Awards of Excellence: Chris Wilson for The Interrogation, and Nick Harstrick for Frat Pup. All awards will be presented in Las Vegas at the annual convention of the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB). The Broadcast Education Association (BEA) is the nation’s largest association of Radio-Television-Film academic programs.

SJSU’s Department of Television, Radio, Film, and Theatre has a long history of student success in the BEA Festival, last year
having taken first place in Feature Screenwriting, a feat the department looks forward to repeating again next year.
Upcoming Conference Addresses Student Debt

Upcoming Humanities Conference at SJSU Addresses Increasing Impacts of Debt on Students

On April 20-21, the Department of Humanities will host a series of speakers, panels, and workshops to address the increasing impact of financial debt on students’ lives, and possible solutions to the issue. Titled “You Are Not a Loan,” the two-day event will present the issue of student debt from a number of perspectives from across the humanities. Students, faculty, staff, and the public are all encouraged to come hear the speakers, participate in the workshops, and help shape an effective strategy to transform current debt realities that many students, alumni, and faculty face.

“We are living in a time where it’s increasingly normal for students to take on tens of thousands of dollars in debt just to get an education,” says Jason Wozniak, SJSU faculty member and co-organizer of the conference. “There is nothing normal or ethical about that, and yet, being an indebted student has been normalized.”

“What needs to be emphasized is that debt is not only an economic problem, it is also an educational one. It corrupts educational experiences in significant ways. For example it delimits types of thinking in that it forces students to constantly engage in cost-benefit analysis in regards to their educations. When this happens education is further rationalized and commodified,” continues Wozniak. “Student debt especially affects the humanities. Students are reluctant to study philosophy or literature knowing that they’re facing an average $20,000 debt when they graduate. So instead of following their interests, what moves them, or what they may actually be good at, they focus on fitting into majors they believe will offer immediate financial compensation upon graduation.”

Wozniak explains that the title “You Are Not a Loan” has three meanings. “First, that a student isn’t a commodity, despite their entry into a financial agreement which makes them feel like one. Secondly,” he continues, “debt is an issue which affects everyone at the university—students, faculty, staff, and the surrounding community. Third, the debt dilemma can only be resolved collectively. No individual can stand up to their creditors alone, survive indebted life by themselves. It’s going to take all of us working together to seriously address this crisis and come up with workable solutions. We have to push back collectively.”
Thursday’s events will held at MLK Library and run from 2:00-7:00, featuring talks from student debt experts David Palumbo-Liu (Stanford University), Kate Padgett Walsh (Iowa State University), and Bob Samuels (San Diego State University). These speakers will examine indebtedness from the perspectives of philosophy, comparative literature, economics, art, politics, and education studies. Thursday will also feature speakers from The Debt Collective and the San José State branch of the CSU California Faculty Association. “Debt affects faculty as well as students,” says Wozniak. “Not only are we teaching students who are taking on debt, faculty members themselves are frequently paying off their own student loans—something not easy to do in the Bay Area without taking on outside jobs. The more faculty has to worry about servicing debts, the less they can adequately serve their students.”

On Friday, the conference’s focus will shift to what should be done to address the issues of debt. Community organizations and national social justice groups will discuss potential political solutions. Topics to be addressed include, but are not limited to, immigration debt, the possibility of a ballot measure for a state inheritance tax meant to fund higher education, convivial research on debt, Bay Area gift economies, and collective debt resistance.

In many ways, SJSU is the perfect place to engage this topic and, after recent CSU tuition hikes, it is the perfect time. Citing a recent Demos report, “Debt impacts traditionally marginalized groups more than other groups and has an enormous effect on Black and Latino and Latina students,” says Wozniak. The diverse student body of SJSU, then, is in many ways more affected by student debt than less diverse campuses. From this perspective, increased debt becomes a matter of social equity and a threat to the social mobility that SJSU has traditionally offered to graduates from these communities.

“All debt is hollowing out public education and, by extension, it is adding to social and economic inequalities and threatening our democracy,” says Wozniak. “Addressing the issue of student loans is crucial to present and future generations.”

All events are free and open to the community.

**Living the Indebted Life: You are Not A Loan Conference:**
Thursday, MLK Library from 2:00-7:00
**Registration:** [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/student-debt-conference-day-1-tickets-31167674353](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/student-debt-conference-day-1-tickets-31167674353)
Friday, Student Union Theater from 10:30-4:40
**Registration:** [https://www.eventbrite.com/e/student-debt-conference-day-2-tickets-31166242069](https://www.eventbrite.com/e/student-debt-conference-day-2-tickets-31166242069)
Pre-conference events:

Student Debt in the Age of Trumpism: The Need for Utopian Debt Demands - Jason Wozniak
April 4, 2017, 4:30-6:00pm. MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center

Critical Financial Literacy - Coleeta McEleroy
April 6, 2017, 11:30-1pm. Student Services

MOSAIC Open Mic on Student Debt
Thursday April 6, 2017, 6-8pm. MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center

The Aesthetics of Debt: Not a Pretty Picture - Cynthia Rostankowski
April 11, 2017, 11-12:30pm. MOSAIC Cross Cultural Center

Declare Your Debt! Teach In and Art Activity
Tuesday April 18, 2017, 11-1pm. 7th Street Corridor

For more information, contact susan.verducci@sjsu.edu or jason.wozniak@sjsu.edu
English Department Welcomes CCCC

English Department Welcomes CCCC for Summer 2017

The English Department is hosting the Conference of College Composition and Communication (CCCC) in the summer of 2017. It will take place on campus and is open to teachers and scholars interested in the field of rhetoric and composition.

The theme of the summer regional conference is “Making Spaces for Diverse Writing Practice.” The conference will create spaces where people from different disciplines, professional backgrounds, and perspectives can collaborate. “We want this to be an accessible event where people feel welcome no matter what stage of their careers they’re in,” says co-chair of the summer conference and Assistant Professor, Dr. Ryan Skinnell. “This would be a great first conference for someone to attend.”

The CCCC is the largest and oldest organization for writing and rhetoric teachers in the nation. CCCC is involved in international and local politics to shape writing and literacy education in United States, and is dedicated to creating spaces for scholars and teachers to discuss how to serve students enrolled in composition classes.

“Although CCCC may not be a household name, the organization and its members are deeply involved in the world we live, work, and study in,” Dr. Skinnell explains. “The fact that they have chosen SJSU as a site for the regional conference is a great honor.”

Started in 1949, CCCC has held annual conferences every year since. The conferences include workshops, panel sessions, keynote speeches, committee retreats, and more. Although CCCC’s focus has been college composition, it has widened to include a variety of topics. Panels range from teaching basic writing to the history of rhetoric to French theoretical insights into the nature of writing ontologies to the unique and vital position of historically black colleges and universities in the United States education system. “In other words, it’s an incredibly diverse set of interests and concerns, which is part of what makes it such a rich experience,” says Dr. Skinnell.

In addition to these annual conferences, 2017 marks the first year CCCC will add summer regional conferences. For Dr. Skinnell and other faculty, this makes SJSU “both part of a long tradition and at the cutting edge of innovations for writing teachers and teaching of writing.” The conference at SJSU will replicate some of the
activities that take place in their annual conferences. There will be full-day writing retreats, concurrent panels, and a series of half-day workshops. While the regional retreat will have fewer participants compared to the annual conference, the goal is “to generate a lot of the same intellectual energy and interpersonal engagement.”

Undergraduate and graduate students can benefit greatly from participating either as volunteers or attendees. Through the CCCC conference, students can gain “opportunities to engage with top-notch researchers, demonstrate their skills and talents, add useful experience to their CVs/resumes, work closely with their professors in non-classroom activities, and connect more meaningfully to SJSU in general.” The conference will give students the opportunity “to see an aspect of academic work that they rarely get to see,” says Dr. Skinnell, “and we hope people who haven’t had the chance to attend CCCC in the past will find a reason to attend now that it’s in our very own backyard.”

For more information about the CCCC Summer Conference, please contact Dr. Skinnell (Ryan.Skinnell@sjsu.edu) or Dr. Baer (Cindy.Baer@sjsu.edu).
Join the College of Humanities and the Arts in congratulating theater professor Buddy Butler on being a recipient of a Black Legend Award. At a ceremony held at the Hammer Theatre Center on February 25th, Butler shared the stage with fellow members of the Silicon Valley community in the 2nd annual ceremony of the award that celebrates the contributions and achievements of African Americans in the Bay Area.

The 2nd Annual Black Legend Awards Ceremony was a red-carpet gala, acknowledging the induction of black pioneers into the Black Legends Hall of Fame, Silicon Valley. According to the organizers, the event provides an opportunity for the community to celebrate the accomplishments and contributions of this selected group of African Americans in the Silicon Valley and honors the African American journey in the Silicon Valley.

A longtime favorite faculty member in the Department of Television, Radio, Film, and Theatre, Butler has had a prestigious career in the theater. Butler spent ten years as Associate Artistic Director of the Bonfils Theatre in Denver, Colorado, directing over thirty-five productions. His work at the Denver Centre for the Performing Arts brought the first African-American production to tour Eastern Europe and won him the Denver Critic’s Award for Best Director and Best Production.

Since relocating to Northern California, Mr. Butler has directed at the Oakland Ensemble Theatre, Lorraine Hansberry Theatre in SF, Images Theatre in Sacramento, the San José Stage Company, City Lights Theatre, San José Repertory Theatre, and the Tabia Theatre Ensemble. No stranger to awards, Mr. Butler has received numerous accolades over his career, including two Audelco Awards and one Obie, and the NAACP Trailblazer Award. In 2010 he received the Black Theatre Networks Winona Fletcher Award for Outstanding Achievement and Excellence in Black Theatre.

Says Dean Lisa Vollendorf, “Professor Butler’s recognition by the Black Legend Awards is a confirmation of our core values in the College of Humanities and the Arts: we are proud of our long tradition of supporting diverse faculty, students, and staff, and also of their many accomplishments. Buddy Butler has brought compassion, empathy, and a unique perspective to his work in theater for decades, and we are all proud to see him recognized.”
Along with honoring achievements of African Americans, the annual event serves as a fundraiser to build a museum in Silicon Valley to give a permanent home to the San José Black History Museum, Silicon Valley. Planned for completion in 2020, the museum will honor the many contributions of Black people, tracing technical innovations from Africa, to the Americas, to the present in Silicon Valley. According to organizers, the museum will house six permanent displays which will provide “an illustrative and captivating journey through history, from the original inventions and communal designs in Africa through the ultimate, triumphant survival and innovative imprints of Black Americans in the United States and the Americas.”

The College of Humanities and the Arts is proud of Buddy Butler’s recognition and continues to celebrate the many voices that make Silicon Valley a center of innovation and achievement.

To learn more about the Black Legend Award and the upcoming Black History Museum, Silicon Valley, go to: https://www.blacklegendawards.org/
H&A SSC Welcomes New Advisors!

H&A SSC Welcomes Three New Academic Advisors!

The College of Humanities and the Arts is proud to welcome three new Academic Advisors to the Student Success Center (H&A SSC). Audrey Freeman, Ana Navarrete, and Stephanie Garcia have joined the dedicated team of staff members at the H&A SSC, and are available to assist with general education and non-major advising, as well as to address common student inquiries regarding the College of Humanities and the Arts.

Ana Navarrete joined the SJSU community as an Academic Advisor at the H&A SSC in January, coming from nearby University of California, Santa Cruz, where she worked as an EOP Academic Advisor and the Undocumented Student Services coordinator. She brings her unique perspectives with her to the SSC, helping to grow and expand the resources and support available to H&A students. “I am really looking forward in working closely with students in the humanities and the arts in supporting them with their personal, academic, and career goals,” Ana explains. “From day one I was able to see how supportive and dedicated staff at the Student Success Center were of their students, and I knew that I wanted to be part of the team.”

Coming to the H&A SSC from Saint Mary's College of California in Moraga, CA, Audrey Freeman is thrilled to be a member of the Spartan community. She completed her Master's degree in Counseling with an emphasis in College Student Services at Saint Mary's College, and served as the Coordinator for the Honors Program. She looks forward to being a part of the SJSU community and helping students achieve their visions of success. “I knew that I wanted to pursue an advising career when I began the Master’s program; I am so honored to be a part of this advising team,” Audrey says. “It's rewarding to be in a role in which I can provide guidance on a daily basis and listen to what our students are learning in their classes.”

Stephanie Garcia is a long-time Spartan in the process of completing her Master’s in Counselor Education here at SJSU, and comes to the H&A SSC from the Department of Design. The most recent arrival at the H&A SSC, she is driven by her goal of becoming an Academic Advisor, and looks forward to helping students overcome the challenges they may face while they are at SJSU. “I felt this was the
best way to utilize my knowledge that I acquired during my three years with the Department of Design,” Stephanie says. “The most rewarding part of my job is being able to help students academically make their way through SJSU, and providing them with the tools they need to succeed.”

Together, the team at the H&A SSC helps provide a warm and welcoming environment that promotes student success. They invite you to stop by 244 Clark Hall to say hello and to see how they can help make your experience at SJSU positive and meaningful.

For more information about the H&A Student Success Center, or to make an appointment, please go to http://www.sjsu.edu/ha-advising/index.html
Steinbeck Center Honors Bob Woodruff

The Martha Heasley Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies honors Bob Woodruff with 2017 Steinbeck Award

The Martha Heasley Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies, following the long-standing tradition of honoring the achievements of those whose lives were touched by Steinbeck, recognized television journalist Bob Woodruff as winner of the 2017 Steinbeck Award. On February 21, Woodruff was honored for his commitment to hard-hitting journalism and his tireless work on behalf of wounded veterans, marking the first time in twenty years that a war journalist was given the award.

Learning the craft of journalism from the ground up, Woodruff gained experience covering a wide variety of stories, from local reporting on derailed trains to working as an on-screen interpreter during China’s Tiananmen Square protests of 1989. His coverage of Tiananmen Square would inspire him to become a full-time correspondent. He began to work for ABC News in 1996, becoming co-anchor of *ABC World News Tonight* in 2005. Following the stories that intrigued him, Woodruff began to cover the armed conflicts in Iraq, where in 2006 he was embedded with the United States 4th Infantry Division.

“When you’re embedding, you’re there for a long period of time,” Woodruff explained. “You go in and you’ll be there for a month, report on what you see, and then you’ll come back and be replaced by somebody else. I think you need to report by seeing things. It’s harder to get all the sides of a story in any way; it’s even more painful, even more inaccurate, if you report on the wars without actually being in them.”

It was during this stretch of embedded reporting that Woodruff was badly wounded by an explosion, in which he sustained shrapnel wounds in the head. He immediately underwent surgery at a U.S. hospital, his future uncertain.

His recovery was nothing short of miraculous. Without the quick reactions of the dedicated combat doctors who worked quickly to stabilize his condition, Woodruff may not have survived his injuries—a fact which is not lost on his family. His wife, Lee Woodruff, chronicled his recovery, taking an important first step towards
becoming a voice highlighting the serious issue of traumatic brain injury among returning Iraq veterans.

“Sometimes your moment rises up in life and finds you,” explained Lee. “We got such an inordinate amount of attention for what happened to us, far beyond what we ever should have gotten. People would walk up to us and say: ‘Here’s twenty dollars, can you make sure it gets to a veteran?’ So we realized we have this voice, and it seemed very incumbent upon us that we do something.”

Inspired and humbled by the support they had received, the Woodruff family established the Bob Woodruff Foundation to support veterans’ causes, focusing on head injuries and related care. With the mission to “give our injured heroes access to the high level of support and resources they deserve, for as long as they need it,” the Foundation has raised over $33 million dollars, connecting to families and providing funds for much-needed relief for the challenges facing injured veterans.

The College of Humanities and the Arts is proud to house the Martha Heasley Cox Center for Steinbeck Studies, which is the only university research archive in the world dedicated solely to John Steinbeck's life and work, and to teach and promote the Steinbeck’s texts and values. Bob Woodruff, following in Steinbeck’s footsteps, has made great strides to better the lives of others, turning what could have been a terrible tragedy into something that has helped countless others, and will continue to help many more in the years to come.

To learn more about the Bob Woodruff Foundation, visit https://bobwoodrufffoundation.org/
Students Collaborate with California Tribes

Students Collaborate with California Tribes on Cultural Revival and Environmental Justice Projects

Dr. Pfeiffer’s San José State University class Nature and World Cultures is a mind-broadening class that fulfills upper division requirements in the SJSU Core Studies and contributes to restoring endangered ecosystems and languages throughout California. Since 2012, students in this class have partnered alongside over twenty Native Californian tribes and tribal communities to complete semester-long projects resulting in outcomes that help conserve biological diversity, cultural diversity, or both: biocultural diversity.

Students form group of three to five people within the first week of class and reach out to tribal cultural representatives by the third week. By the end of the semester, projects have culminated in YouTube videos (microdocumentaries, animated stories, and biopics), Wikipedia entries, published online articles, illustrated books, and public events including film festivals. Students also can receive extra credit by attending tribal gatherings, public protests called by tribes, and policy hearings on environmental and cultural issues affecting California Natives.

Student group projects focus on contemporary issues including water rights, endangered languages, threatened species that are culturally significant, the need for protection of sacred sites and water rights, and traditional ways of living. Prior student work is available to view on YouTube, on two special class playlists – one for microdocumentaries (19 videos), another for animated stories told in Native Californian languages with English subtitles (12 films).

Two student groups have produced animated story books for the Kashia Pomo and Dry Creek Rancheria tribes, available for free within the Issuu digital publishing platform: the story of “The Water Dog and the Love Charm,” and the story of “The Skunk Brothers and the Elk Doctor.” With the awarding of a recent Dean’s Quick Grant from the College of Humanities and the Arts to Dr. Pfeiffer, the class can print copies of the books to gift to tribal members, the descendants of the original storytellers.
The projects, which are broken down into ten separate phases, are structured to enable students to dig deep and use critical thinking, communication, writing, reading, researching, planning, teamwork, and leadership skills.

“What I found really touching with the students was that at the end [of the microdocumentary project] when we were all done, it sort of triggered memories of their own family traditions and culture. If students really want to learn anything, they should relate it to their own culture somehow,” relates Corine Pearce, a Redwood Valley Pomo member and master basketweaver.

Overall, students agree the group projects is definitely a challenge, one that pushes them to deepen their understanding about the world. More importantly for students attending a California state university, gaining deeper familiarity with the First Nations who occupied and stewarded California’s lands and waters since time immemorial provides students with a new set of eyes to interpret the world around them.
Spring is here and never a more beautiful spring was seen in the newly rained upon state of California!

We have had tremendous programming on campus and at the Hammer Theatre since the semester began. From our amazing jazz and symphonic orchestra concerts to our recent successful run of the Broadway play *Seminar*, our students have been putting their talents on display and making us proud.

It was thrilling to welcome Cinequest back for a second year in a row. In partnership with the College of Humanities and the Arts, Cinequest brought films, talkbacks, and amazing programming to the Hammer in March. They expanded programming to Redwood City this year, and we are proud to be instrumental partners who help ensure the festival remains anchored in downtown San José.

Our Center for Literary Arts organized an impressive *Travel Writing Conference* in March. Featuring such luminaries as New Yorker writer Susan Orlean, Royal Geographic Society member Michael Katakis, and our very own Cathleen Miller, the conference drew interest from travelers, writers, and adventurers alike.

April will be a busy month for us as we start to prepare for graduation, welcome prospective students to campus on Admitted Spartan Day, and celebrate our first ever *Paseo Public Prototyping Festival*. The festival, to be held on April 7-8 at the Hammer, features the culmination of a year-long effort to support students’ creative use of technology for social good. Come check out this two-day arts, innovation, and technology free festival and see what the students developed to answer the question: “What will you create to make San José a better place to live, work, and play?” Mayor Sam Liccardo will be present for the awards ceremony on Saturday, April 8, 2017 at 6:30 p.m. Don’t miss it!

The end of the academic year always brings excitement for all. On April 5, the *Catalyst Quartet* returns to the Hammer for an energetic concert sure to energize
even the weary among us! The Claudia Hart digital trompe l’oeil exhibit in the Natalie and James Thompson gallery in the Art Building promises to please the senses and possibly even trick the mind. In May, I am looking forward to an events-packed month, as I already have plans to see The Crucible, National Theatre Live’s Twelfth Night, and Mendelssohn’s Elijah.

In addition to hundreds of events, performances, exhibits, lectures, and concerts going on in Humanities and the Arts, we continue to serve our students with integrity and compassion every day in our classes. In the past two years, we have restructured writing instruction to allow students choice in the classes they believe will help them develop as college writers. We have built a Success Center with six wonderful advisors who help support students to be successful in all aspects of their college careers. We have brought the Writing Center into the College and built out a robust program using writing fellows, peer tutors, and supplemental instruction to support to students at all levels of their education across the entire university.

We have much to be proud of in the College of Humanities and the Arts. And I have much to be proud of as Dean of a college committed to teaching students to be compassionate, informed, creative global citizens.

Thank you to everyone who supports the College of Humanities and the Arts. Through your work, your financial support, and your overarching support for public education and the arts, you make it possible for us serve our students and our community with integrity and pride.

With gratitude,

Lisa Vollendorf, Dean